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ABSTRACT

Distributed graph processing frameworks have become increasingly popular for
processing large graphs. However, existing frameworks either lack the ability to
recovery from failures or support proactive recovery methods. Proactive recovery
methods like checkpointing incur high overheads during failure-free execution
making failure recovery an expensive operation.
Our hypothesis is that reactive recovery of failures in graph processing that provides a zero-overhead alternative to expensive proactive failure recovery mechanisms is feasible, novel and useful. We support the hypothesis with Zorro, a recovery protocol that reactively recovers from machine failures. Zorro utilizes vertex
replication inherent in existing graph processing frameworks to collectively rebuild the state of failed servers. Surviving servers transfer the states of inherently
replicated vertices back to replacement servers, which rebuild their state using the
received values. This fast recovery mechanism prioritizes high degree vertices ensuring high accuracy of graph processing applications. We have implemented our
approach in two existing distributed graph processing frameworks: LFGraph and
PowerGraph. Experiments using graph applications on real-world graphs show
that Zorro is able to recover between 87-92% graph state when half the cluster
fails and maintains at least 97% accuracy in all experimental failure scenarios.
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Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION

Large graphs derived from online social networks [31], search engines [10, 9] and
biological networks [11] have made centralized methods of graph processing inadequate. Today, graphs consisting of trillions of edges are common in the Industry [16]. As graphs continue to grow, distributed graph processing is employed to
extract valuable information. Google’s Pregel [38] was one of the first distributed
computation paradigms for processing large graphs. Subsequently, frameworks
such as GraphLab [33], PowerGraph [23], LFGraph [26], GraphX [24], Pegasus [30] and GPS [46] have progressed the field of distributed graph processing.
To process large graphs, these distributed graph processing frameworks often
run on clusters consisting of hundreds or even thousands of servers [38]. As
the scale of distributed graph processing grows, failure recovery is increasingly
needed. The most common failure recovery mechanisms in graph processing
are proactive in nature i.e., they prepare for failures during failure-free execution. Pregel [38], Piccolo [42], Graph Processing System (GPS) [46], Distributed
GraphLab [33] and PowerGraph [23] all use proactive checkpoint-based failure
recovery mechanisms. Periodically, the framework saves a global snapshot of the
system on reliable storage. After failures, the most recent snapshot is used to rebuild the last persisted graph state, from which processing resumes. Checkpointbased recovery mechanisms incur a high overhead in planning for future failures
during failure-free execution. For example, determining and saving a snapshot of
application state on real world graphs partitioned across 16 servers increases the
execution time of one iteration of PageRank application by 8 − 31 times as shown
in Figure 1.1
More recently, a replication based proactive failure recovery mechanism [55]
has been proposed wherein K +1 replicas of each vertex are maintained to tolerate
a K server failure. Even though this forced replication mechanism uses inherently
created replicas, it incurs a constant overhead of updating the additional replicas
in each iteration.
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Figure 1.1: Overhead of determining and saving PageRank application state
checkpoint on 16 servers (each with an SSD), using the graph datasets in Table
1.1.
Dataset
Road Network (CA) [6]
Twitter [31]
UK Web Graph [10] [9]

Vertex Count
1.96 M
41.65 M
105.9 M

Edge Count
2.76 M
1.47 B
3.74 B

Table 1.1: Graph datasets.
In this thesis, we argue that failure recovery mechanisms in graph processing that incur an overhead during failure-free execution are unnecessary. To this
end, we introduce Zorro - a Zero-COst Reactive RecOvery protocol for distributed
graph processing frameworks. Zorro does not prepare for server failures and
hence, incurs no overhead during failure-free execution. When failures occur,
it exploits vertex replication inherent in distributed graph processing frameworks
to collectively rebuild the state of failed servers. Surviving servers transfer the
states of inherently replicated vertices back to replacement servers which rebuild
their state using the received states. This fast recovery mechanism prioritizes high
degree vertices ensuring high accuracy of graph processing applications.

1.1

Contributions

Our hypothesis is that reactive recovery of failures in graph processing that provides a zero-overhead alternative to expensive proactive failure recovery mecha2

nisms is novel, feasible and useful.
We support the hypothesis using the following:
• Reactive recovery is novel: Existing graph processing frameworks either
lack failure recovery or utilize expensive proactive recovery mechanisms
like checkpointing and replication. To the best of our knowledge, we are
the first to explore reactive failure recovery in distributed graph processing
frameworks. We discuss related work in Chapter 2.
• Reactive recovery is feasible: We show that reactive recovery is feasible
by implementing Zorro in two popular distributed graph processing frameworks: LFGraph [26] and PowerGraph [23]. We further discuss the motivation and feasibility of Zorro in Chapter 4.
• Reactive recovery is useful: We show that Zorro reactive recovery mechanism provides a fast, cheap and accurate alternative to expensive proactive
recovery mechanisms. We show that recovery with Zorro is fast and takes
less than the time taken by an iteration of graph processing applications.
We show that Zorro results in accurate recovery with popular graph processing applications exhibiting more than 97% accuracy even with half of
the cluster servers failing. We discuss detailed experimental evaluation in
Chapter 7.
The rest of the thesis is organized as follows: In Chapter 2 we discuss related
work and compare Zorro with existing literature. In Chapter 3, we present background of distributed graph processing. In Chapter 4, we motivate reactive recovery in graph processing. In Chapter 5, we discuss the design of Zorro reactive
recovery protocol. In Chapter 6, we classify distributed graph processing frameworks intro two categories and discuss the implementation of Zorro in each category. In Chapter 7, we experimentally evaluate the implementation of Zorro in
distributed graph processing frameworks using real-world graph and applications.
We discuss directions for future work in Chapter 8. Finally, we conclude the thesis
in Chapter 9.
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Chapter 2
RELATED WORK

In this thesis, we have studied failure recovery in distributed graph processing
frameworks. In this chapter, we discuss existing graph processing frameworks
and their recovery mechanisms.

2.1

Distributed Graph Processing Frameworks

Distributed processing of large graphs began with the advent of data-parallel paradigms such as MapReduce [19]. Such paradigms enabled processing large datasets
without the users being aware of the distributed nature of computation. The
MapReduce paradigm and its open-source implementation Hadoop [3] utilize data
partitioned across a distributed file system [50] [22] using a series of Map, Shuffle
Reduce task. The MapReduce paradigm enabled the execution of graph processing applications such as PageRank [12], single-source shortest paths, connected
components, label propagation, etc. For example, [43] discusses scalable methods
of performing graph processing with the MapReduce paradigm.
However, the research community realized the inflexibility of the MapReduce
paradigm for graph processing [36] which led to paradigms customized for graph
processing. To this end, Pregel [38], a vertex-centric abstraction suitable for distributed processing of large graphs was proposed by Google.
Pregel and its open source implementations Piccolo [42] and Giraph [1] provide
a vertex-centric abstraction for graph processing where a user-defined program is
executed at vertices in parallel. The vertex-centric program follows the GatherScatter-Apply model whereby it executes the stages of Gather, Apply and Scatter.
In the Gather phase, a vertex aggregates values from incoming neighbors. In the
Apply phase, it processes the aggregated value to update its own value and in the
Scatter phase, the result of processing is transferred to outgoing neighbors.
Graph Processing System [46] is an extension of the Pregel model with op4

timizations such as dynamic re-partitioning of vertices to reduce communication costs during the Scatter phase. To further reduce the communication costs
in the Pregel model, GraphLab [34] and Distributed GraphLab‘[33] were introduced. GraphLab reduces the communication cost by replicating vertices on
servers that need them for the Gather phase. These replicas are called Ghost vertices and are updated after each iteration by the master replica. PowerGraph [23],
GraphLab’s successor reduces the computation cost by distributing the computation load across these replicas. This is particularly useful for power-law graphs [7]
where vertices may have arbitrarily large degrees. After each iteration, the mirrored replicas send the values of their partial computation to the master replica
which aggregates them and transfers the aggregate value back to the mirrored
replicas. LFGraph [26] further reduces the computation and communication cost
for the Gather-Apply-Scatter model of graph processing. PowerLyra [15] provides
an extension to PowerGraph for handling low-degree and high-degree vertices
separately to better handle graphs with power-law distribution. In LFGraph [26],
vertices are mirrored only at their outgoing neighbors on remote servers reducing
communication cost to update the mirrors.
More recently, a Resilient Distributed Datasets (RDDs) abstraction of dataparallel processing was proposed in Spark [58] [59] [5] which is used by the
graph processing framework GraphX [24] [2]. An RDD is an in-memory, readonly dataset which can be built either from data stored on persistent storage such
as disks or from other RDDs. Each RDD maintains the sequence of operations
required to build it in the form of a lineage graph. Different combinations of operations provided by the RDD abstraction (such as map, join and filter) to transform
one RDD to another enable distributed graph processing in GraphX. In addition
to graph processing, GraphX also provides the operations performed by a general
data-flow system such as graph loading and graph analytics.

2.2

Failure Recovery in Graph Processing

To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to explore reactive failure recovery
in distributed graph processing frameworks.
In the MapReduce paradigm, tasks being executed at workers are monitored by
a master. The master receives regular progress reports from workers in the form
of heartbeats. In the absence of heartbeats from a task, the master considers the
5

task failed and initiates a new copy of the task on a different server. Additionally,
the master measures the progress of Map tasks and spawns backup copies of slow
or straggler tasks. This process of mitigating straggler tasks is called speculative
execution [19]. Fault tolerance using re-execution of tasks and speculative execution are possible in MapReduce because of the independence among different
Map tasks. Re-execution of tasks is not possible in specialized graph processing
frameworks because of dependence among tasks being executed across servers.
The Gather-Apply-Scatter phases of graph processing need to be performed simultaneously at all servers. Even with asynchronous computation models defined
in GraphLab [33] and PowerGraph [23], tasks being executed by a server have a
strong dependency on the in-memory graph state.
In specialized graph processing frameworks, two proactive recovery techniques
are prominent: (i) Replication-based recovery and (ii) Checkpointing-based recovery.
Imitator [55] has a similar goal as Zorro of reconstructing graph state from
surviving servers. However, it utilizes vertex replication mechanism to ensure that
each vertex has at least K + 1 replicas to tolerate a K server failure. The vertex
replication mechanism is optimized by using the replicas that are already created
on remote servers by the computation model in Hama [4]. This forced replication
mechanism incurs a constant overhead of updating the additional replicas in each
iteration. Additionally, the replication mechanism requires setting the value of K
which may be hard as failures are unpredictable.
Checkpoint-based recovery is the most common failure recovery mechanism in
distributed graph processing frameworks. Pregel [38], Piccolo [42], Graph Processing System [46], Distributed GraphLab [33] and PowerGraph [23] all provide
failure recovery using checkpoint-based mechanisms.
In Pregel [38], workers checkpoint the state of vertex and edge values as well as
the received messages from incoming neighbors. Additionally, the master checkpoints the state of global aggregators. Pregel uses a heartbeating mechanism for
worker membership maintenance wherein worker failures by the absence of heartbeats. The master process reassigns partitions that failed servers were processing to either remaining servers or replacement servers. The authors in [38] also
propose a confined recovery mechanism wherein workers checkpoint the state of
outgoing messages in addition to vertex and edge values and received messages.
Checkpointing of outgoing messages reduces the recovery cost by ensuring that
only the replacement servers need to repeat the lost iterations. However, the au6

thors do not evaluate the overhead involved in checkpointing or during failure
recovery.
Piccolo [42], an open-source implementation of Pregel uses checkpointing along
with user-assistance to recover from failures. At periodic intervals, it uses the
Chandy-Lamport snapshot algorithm [14] to determine a global snapshot of the
system which is then checkpointed. The user needs to assist the process by checkpointing the program information. In addition to original Chandy-Lamport snapshot algorithm based checkpointing, Distributed GraphLab [33] also proposes an
asynchronous variant of the algorithm suitable for GraphLab’s asynchronous computation mode. The graph processing application may proceed along with the
snapshot algorithm which masks the cost of checkpointing. However, after failures, some iterations may need to be repeated which increases the recovery cost
significantly.
The authors in [49] propose a partition-based recovery (PBR) mechanism that
achieves faster recovery than traditional checkpoint-based mechanisms. It does so
by generating a recovery plan to parallelize and partition the recovery task among
surviving servers with the aim of greedily optimizing the computation and communication cost of rebuilding the lost state. The authors claim that the proposed
recovery mechanism is the first in distributed graph processing frameworks to
handle cascading failures. It does so by initiating a new recovery plan considering
the most recent cluster state.
All proactive recovery mechanisms incur a constant overhead even during failurefree execution of graph processing frameworks. The authors of GraphX [24] state
that checkpointing in distributed graph processing and data-flow systems is so
expensive that users never turn it on. The authors of Distributed GraphLab [33]
state that checkpoint-based failure recovery makes users explicitly balance failure
recovery costs against restarting computation. Zorro adopts the stance that it is
unnecessary to incur this overhead by showing that it is possible to recovery a
large percentage of the graph (87 − 92%) even with half of the servers failing in
a cluster without incurring any overhead during failure-free execution. Additionally, Zorro recovers from arbitrary number of independent and cascading server
failures with over 97% accuracy for graph processing applications. To summarize,
Zorro makes recovery from failures reactive, cheap and simple.
To reduce dependence on checkpointing, GraphX [58] uses lineage graph-based
recovery provided by the Resilient Distributed Datasets (RDDs) abstraction provided by Spark [58]. An RDD stores the sequence of transformations that were
7

used to create it and replays the transformations on the input data which present on
persisted storage. However, even with the fast reconstruction of RDDs the execution time with one server failure (out of 16) incurs an overhead of 36% [24] while
performing PageRank using the UK web graph [9] [10]. Additionally, lineagebased recovery may require checkpoints to reduce the size of lineage graphs.

2.3

Failure Recovery in Related Systems

The authors in [47] propose an optimistic failure recover mechanism for iterative
data-flow systems such as Stratosphere [21]. They claim that the processing state
in such systems can reach a consistent state even after failures using “algorithmic compensation” functions. The system allows users to specify a “compensate”
function appropriate for the distributed application. They show that such functions
exist for three categories of applications involving link exploration (e.g. centrality computation), path exploration (e.g. shortest paths computation) and matrix
factorization.
RAMCloud [41], an in-memory storage framework distributes data replicas
across servers. After failures, RAMCloud proposes fast recovery by enabling
surviving servers to participate in the state reconstruction of the failed servers in
parallel.
There has been a lot of research in the field of failure recovery [20, 13]. Optimistic failure recovery has also been explored in distributed systems [53, 29, 51, 8]
and large networks [35]. However, most of the optimistic failure recovery mechanisms use checkpointing. Even though checkpoint-based mechanisms have been
very effective in storage systems [22] [44] and virtualization systems [17] [40],
they incur high overheads in distributed graph processing.

8

Chapter 3
BACKGROUND

Distributed processing becomes a necessity for graphs consisting of billions of
vertices and trillions of edges [16]. The MapReduce [19] distributed data processing paradigm and its open source implementation [3] enabled processing of
large datasets without users worrying about the distributed nature of computation.
MapReduce performs a specified data processing job using map, shuffle and reduce tasks. Map tasks process the input data in parallel to create intermediate
key-value pairs, while reduce tasks process values aggregated on keys by shuffle
tasks. Even though the MapReduce paradigm proved very successful for batch
processing of large datasets [18], it often proved too rigid and inefficient for large
scale graph processing [38] [36]. In this chapter, we provide background of distributed graph processing frameworks and failure recovery mechanisms employed
by them.

3.1

Gather-Apply-Scatter Model

To eliminate the inefficiencies of graph processing using general data processing paradigms like MapReduce, Google proposed Pregel [38], one of the first
distributed processing frameworks built for efficiently processing large graphs.
Pregel utilizes a vertex-centric graph processing paradigm within the Gather-Apply
-Scatter decomposition, wherein graph processing is divided into iterations of
a user-defined program (called vertex-program) executed in parallel at vertices.
Within each iteration, a vertex program performs three phases shown in Figure
3.1:
• Gather: In the gather phase, a vertex collects values form its incoming
neighbors (step 1 in Figure 3.1(a)).
• Apply: In the apply phase, a vertex processes the values collected in the
9

(a) Gather (Step 1), Apply (Step
2) and Scatter (Step 3) on an example graph.

(b) Phases in synchronous
Gather-Apply-Scatter
(GAS)
graph processing model.

Figure 3.1: Gather-Apply-Scatter model of distributed graph processing.
gather phase and modifies its own value based on the processing (step 2 in
Figure 3.1(a)). The actual processing depends on the user-defined vertex
program.
• Scatter: In the scatter phase, a vertex transfers the result of processing to its
outgoing neighbors (step 3 in Figure 3.1(a)).
Consider an example using the single-source shortest paths (SSSP) graph processing application. SSSP computes the distance to every vertex in the graph
from a user-specified source vertex. In the first iteration, vertices do not gather
any values and instead perform an initialization step. The initialization assigns 0
to the source vertex and infinity to the remaining (non-source) vertices. Vertex
values are then transferred to outgoing neighbors, combined with the weight of
connecting edges if edges are associated with weights. In subsequent iterations,
each vertex collects values from incoming neighbors in the gather phase, and then
updates its current value as the minimum value from the collected messages in
the apply phase. The updated value therefore represents the vertex’s current minimum distance from the source vertex. If the value of a vertex is changed in this
iteration, it performs the scatter phase by transferring its own value (plus the edge
weight of its outgoing edges) to the local outgoing neighbors. This iterative process converges when no vertex undergoes an update. Any vertices that still have
infinity as their associated value are not reachable from the source.
Figure 3.1 shows the stages involved in a synchronous GAS model. The graph
is first partitioned across the cluster servers. The graph processing application
10

then proceeds in iterations. In each iteration, vertices gather values from incoming
neighbors, process and apply the values, and then scatter the results to their outgoing neighbors. More recently, an edge-centric graph processing paradigm [45] has
been proposed. In edge centric iterations [45], edges gather values from source
vertices and scatter to target vertices. In the Gather-Apply-Scatter model, the values associated with vertices and/or edges collectively form the graph state. In the
rest of this thesis, we will use the terms state and value interchangeably.
In the synchronous GAS decomposition, the gather, apply and scatter stages in
each iteration are synchronized using barriers to ensure that all servers execute
these stages simultaneously. GraphLab [34] [33] and PowerGraph [23] also provide an asynchronous computation model which may benefit iterative machine
learning applications such as Alternating Least Squares (ALS) [27] and Gradient
Descent [56].

3.2

Distributed Graph Processing Frameworks

Graph Processing System [22], GraphLab [34] [33], PowerGraph [23] and LFGraph [26] have all extended the original distributed graph processing paradigm
introduced by Pregel [38]. In this section, we discuss the computation and communication models used in popular distributed graph processing frameworks.
In Pregel’s communication model, a server transfers all messages sent by local
vertices to neighboring vertices on remote servers. This action may require transferring multiple copies of a message to a remote server if multiple neighbors of a
vertex reside on that server. To reduce the communication overhead by removing
such redundancy, GraphLab [33] introduced the concept of ghost vertices. After
partitioning vertices across servers, GraphLab creates these ghost vertices on each
server for neighbors of its local vertices. These ghost vertices are updated after
each iteration.
The authors of PowerGraph [23] observed that performing computation on a
vertex requires collecting values from neighbors, which may be very expensive
for high-degree vertices prominent in power-law graphs [52]. To this end, PowerGraph proposes partitioning edges across servers where each edge is assigned
to exactly one server. For vertices having edges on multiple servers, one of the
copies is labeled as the master while others as mirrors. Mirrors help reduce the
computation load on the master replica. In each iteration, the master and the mir11

rors of each vertex perform partial computation based on the neighbors available
at their respective servers. After each iteration, all mirrors transfer their values to
the master which combines the values and transfers the combined result back to
the mirrors.
LFGraph [26] reduces the computation and communication load in distributed
graph processing even further. LFGraph utilizes cheap hash-based partitioning
of vertices across servers to reduce total execution time. Each vertex maintains
its set of incoming neighbors while each server maintains the updated values of
incoming neighbors of its local vertices. In each iteration, each vertex uses values
of its incoming neighbor vertices stored locally to update its current state. Each
server then transfers the updated values of its local vertices to servers containing
their outgoing neighbors. Before iterations start, each server builds a subscribe list
for every other server in the cluster. The subscribe list for a remote server contains
vertices whose updated values are required from the remote server. Based on these
subscriptions, each server builds a publish list for every other server. This publish
list is used to transfer updated vertex values to outgoing neighbors on remote
servers.
Apart from these frameworks, graph processing frameworks like X-Stream [45],
GraphChi [32] and LLAMA [37] are centralized and out of the scope of this thesis.
GraphX [24] is a dataflow framework which performs graph processing using Resilient Distributed Datasets (RDDs) abstraction provided by Spark [58]. An RDD
is an in-memory, read-only dataset which can be built either from data stored on
persistent storage such as disks or solid state drives or from other RDDs. The
RDD abstraction provides a set of operations such as map, join, filter and so on
to transform one RDD to another. Different combinations of these operations are
used in GraphX to enable distributed graph processing. In addition to graph processing, GraphX also provides the operations performed by a general data-flow
system such as graph loading and graph analytics.

12

Chapter 4
MOTIVATION

We define failure recovery in distributed graph processing systems as the recovery
of the graph state from the iteration on which failures occurred. In an ideal scenario, failure recovery mechanisms in distributed graph processing frameworks
should exhibit the following three characteristics:
• Complete failure recovery: A failure recovery mechanism should be able
to recover the entire state of graph processing application after failures and
maintain complete accuracy of results.
• Zero-overhead failure recovery: A failure recovery mechanism should not
incur any overhead preparing for failures during failure-free execution.
• Fast failure recovery: A failure recovery mechanism should be able to
recover from any number of failures quickly.
It is difficult for a failure recovery mechanism to exhibit all three characteristics;
it must choose one out of costless failure recovery and complete failure recovery.
This is because, after server failures, the in-memory state of the graph application
will be lost if not persisted. On the other hand, if the in-memory state of the graph
application is persisted, it will incur an overhead during failure-free execution.

4.1

Limitations of Proactive Approaches

Existing failure recovery mechanisms in distributed graph processing are proactive in nature and can be classified into the following two categories: (i) Checkpoint -based recovery mechanisms, and (ii) Replication-based recovery mechanisms. Both categories of proactive failure recovery mechanisms prefer complete
failure recovery over costless failure recovery.

13

(a) Proactive checkpointing-based failure recovery in distributed graph processing.

(b) Reactive replication-based failure recovery in distributed graph processing.

Figure 4.1: Proactive vs. reactive failure recovery in distributed graph processing.

4.1.1

Checkpoint-based recovery mechanisms

Checkpoint-based failure recovery mechanisms are most common in distributed
graph processing frameworks. Pregel [38], Piccolo [42], Graph Processing System [46], Distributed GraphLab [33] and PowerGraph [23] all use checkpointbased failure recovery mechanisms. An example checkpoint-based failure recovery mechanism is shown in Figure 4.1(a). These mechanisms periodically checkpoint a snapshot of the graph state. After failures, computation resumes by loading
the previously saved checkpoint. Even though these mechanisms achieve complete recovery, the processes of snapshot determination and checkpointing incur
high overhead during failure-free execution, violating the costless failure recovery
characteristic of an ideal mechanism.
Checkpoint-based failure recovery mechanisms have been successful in storage
systems [22] [44] and virtualization systems [17] [40]. However, we argue that
they incur unnecessary overhead for distributed graph processing applications be14

cause of a trade-off that is difficult to address. If the checkpoint interval is low,
most of the checkpoints will not be used because of low Mean Time Between Failures (MTBF). For example, in a cluster of 16 servers, assuming that the MTBF of
a single server is 360 days, the MTBF of any server may be as high as 22 days.
In fact, even in a cluster of 1024 servers, the MTBF of any server may be as high
as 8 hours. On the other hand, if the checkpoint interval is high, it is likely that a
checkpoint is not available for the failed graph application execution. For example, it takes 493.81 seconds for PageRank application in PowerGraph to create a
checkpoint of the UK Web graph [9] [10] on 16 servers each containing a solid
state drive.
The optimum checkpoint interval [57], assuming the MTBF for a single sever to
be 360 days, in a cluster of 16 servers should be 12 hours. However, the execution
time of a graph processing application is usually much lower (average iteration
time of PageRank application is 22 seconds in the same scenario). In fact, the
users of distributed graph processing frameworks usually turn off checkpointing
due to the associated overhead during failure-free execution [24].

4.1.2

Replication-based recovery mechanisms

A replication-based recovery mechanism [55] has been recently proposed. It creates K + 1 replicas of the vertex graph state and maintains consistency between all
replicas to tolerate a failure of up to K servers. The vertex replication mechanism
is optimized by using the replicas that are already created on remote servers by the
computation model in Hama [4]. Like checkpoint-based recovery, this replicationbased recovery mechanism gives preference to complete recovery over costless
recovery. The forced replication incurs an overhead in updating the replicas in
each iteration to maintain consistency between all replicas. The overhead is dependent on the value of K which may need to be increased with the increase in the
cluster size due an increased probability of failures. Additionally, the replication
mechanism requires setting the value of K which may be difficult as failures are
unpredictable.
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4.2

Reactive Failure Recovery

Zorro, a reactive failure recovery mechanism, gives preference to zero-overhead
recovery over complete recovery. An example reactive failure recovery mechanism is shown in Figure 4.1(b). Zorro does not prepare for failures and incurs
zero overhead during failure-free execution. When failures occur, it utilizes graph
state inherently replicated in distributed graph processing frameworks at surviving
servers to rebuild the state of failed servers. Graph state is replicated in distributed
graph processing frameworks in the following forms:
• Messages: Servers maintain messages received from incoming neighbors
present on remote servers from which the state of incoming neighbors can
be derived. For example, Pregel [38] and its open source implementations
Giraph [1] and Piccolo [42].
• Shadows: Servers maintain shadow copies of incoming neighbors present
on remote servers from which the state of the incoming neighbors can be
derived. For example, LFGraph [26].
• Mirrors: Servers maintain mirrored copies of both incoming and outgoing
neighbors present on remote servers from which their sate can be derived.
For example, distributed GraphLab [33] and PowerGraph [23].
As Zorro prefers zero-overhead recovery over complete recovery, a fraction of
the most recent graph state is lost in recovering from failures. The fraction of the
graph state that is recovered by Zorro depends on the following:
• Structure of the graph used for executing graph processing applications.
• Partitioning function used for initial graph partitioning across cluster servers.
• Graph computation and communication model used by the framework which
determines the graph state that is replicated across servers.
Figure 4.2 shows the percentage of recoverable state with Zorro in existing
distributed graph processing frameworks assuming hash-based graph partitioning.
As shown in the figure, Zorro is able to recover more than 95% of the graph state
even with a quarter of the servers failing and more than 87% of the graph state
even with half of the servers failing. Additionally, the Figure shows that Zorro
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Figure 4.2: Percentage of recovered state in distributed graph processing
frameworks as a function of the number of failed servers for graph datasets in
Table 1.1.
recovers a high percentage of graph state for both power-law graphs (UK Web
Graph [9] [10] and Twitter [31]) and exponential graphs (Road network CA [6]).
By performing reactive recovery using this inherently replicated state, Zorro
exhibits the following characteristics:
• Zero-overhead recovery: Zorro does not incur any cost during failure-free
execution.
• Fast recovery: Zorro transfers state replicated at surviving servers to rebuild the state of failed servers. This transfer occurs concurrently with graph
loading at replacement servers, leading to extremely fast (often sub-second)
recovery. We discuss more implementation details in Chapter 6.
• Highly accurate recovery: Zorro incurs a slight loss of the graph state after
failures. The probability of recovering the state of a vertex after failures
increases exponentially as its neighbor count increases or as the number
of failed servers decreases. This allows Zorro to recover more than 95%
of the graph state even with a quarter of the servers failing and more than
87% of the graph state even with half of the servers failing in a cluster of
16 servers. In Chapter 7, we show that graph applications maintain at least
97% accuracy even with a half of the servers failing.
• Scalable recovery: The fraction of the graph state recovered by Zorro depends on the number of failed servers and not on the total number of servers.
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This allows Zorro to scale independent of the total number of servers in the
cluster.
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Chapter 5
ZORRO PROTOCOL DESIGN

In this Chapter, we present the design of Zorro reactive recovery protocol. We
state the systems assumptions and discuss the workflow of graph processing frameworks equipped with Zorro reactive failure recovery.

5.1

Systems Assumptions

In this section, we state Zorro’s systems assumptions before discussing Zorro failure recovery protocol.

5.1.1

Synchronous GAS Model

Zorro assumes a synchronous Gather-Apply-Scatter (GAS) graph processing model. Most popular frameworks such as PowerGraph [23], GraphLab [34], LFGraph [26] and Giraph [1] support this processing model. In Chapter 3, we
discussed the synchronous Gather-Apply-Scatter model. Here, we give a brief
overview.
Figure 3.1 shows the phases involved in a synchronous GAS model. The graph
is first partitioned across the cluster servers. The graph processing application,
then proceeds in iterations. In each iteration, vertices gather values from incoming neighbors, process and apply the values and scatter the results to their
outgoing neighbors. In this model, graph state constitutes the values associated
with the vertices of the graph. We use the terms graph state and vertex values
interchangeably. In the synchronous GAS model, the gather, apply and scatter
stages in each iteration are synchronized using a barrier to ensure that all servers
execute these stages simultaneously. More recently an asynchronous graph processing model [23] has also gained popularity. We leave extending Zorro reactive
recovery for asynchronous models as future work.
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5.1.2

Failures and Replacements

Zorro assumes crash-stop failures with replacements where any server can crash
at any time, even during recovering from other failures. Zorro assumes that each
crashed server is replaced for computation to proceed. The assumption of each
failed server getting replaced can be avoided by supporting elasticity techniques
in graph processing where graph partitions are modified on the fly to compensate
for failed servers. We leave extending Zorro for such a scenario as future work.

5.2

Framework Classification

In this Section, we classify popular distributed graph processing frameworks into
two categories based on the inherent vertex replication in their computation and
communication model. In subsequent sections, we discuss Zorro recovery protocol in these categories of frameworks.

5.2.1

Out-neighbor Replication

In frameworks belonging to out-neighbor replication category, the state of vertices
local to a server is replicated at remote servers hosting their outgoing neighbors.
Graph processing frameworks LFGraph [26], Giraph [1] and Hama [4] belong
to this category. For example, consider the case shown in Figure 5.1(b) wherein
the example graph shown in Figure 5.1(a) is partitioned across servers using consistent hashing of vertices. Original vertices are shown with solid circles while
replicated vertices with dashed circles. In the Figure, the state of vertex V2 hosted
on server S2 is maintained at server S3 . Similarly, the state of vertex V1 hosted on
server S1 is maintained at servers S2 and S3 , and the state of vertex V4 also hosted
on server S1 is maintained at server S2 .
These frameworks can be further classified into two categories based on the
form in which the state of vertices is replicated at servers hosting outgoing neighbors:
Message-based out-neighbor replication frameworks: Graph processing frameworks Giraph [1] and Hama [4] belong to this category. In these frameworks,
vertices are partitioned across servers where each vertex is assigned to exactly
one server. Each vertex maintains its outgoing edges and buffered messages re-
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(a) Example graph.

(b) Out-neighbor vertex replication in LF- (c) All-neighbor vertex replication in PowerGraph and Hama.
Graph.

Figure 5.1: Vertex replication for a graph partitioned across three servers using
hash-based partitioning.
ceived in the previous iteration. In each iteration, a vertex receives messages from
incoming neighbors, processes the messages to update its state, and finally sends
updates to its outgoing neighbors. Servers are responsible for passing received
messages to the appropriate vertices. In these frameworks, the state of vertices
local to a server is replicated at remote servers hosting their outgoing neighbors
in the form of messages delivered to them for the correct execution of the apply
phase in the GAS model. On failures, graph state derived from buffered messages
is transferred to replacement servers.
Shadow-based out-neighbor replication frameworks: Graph processing framework LFGraph [26] belongs to this category. Like message-based frameworks,
vertices are partitioned across servers where each vertex is assigned to exactly
one server. Each vertex maintains its incoming neighbors while each server maintains shadows of incoming neighbors of its local vertices. In each iteration, a
vertex utilizes state of its incoming neighbor vertices to update its current state.
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Each server then transfers the updated states of its local vertices to servers containing their outgoing neighbors. In these frameworks, the state of vertices local
to a server is replicated at remote servers hosting their outgoing neighbors in the
form of shadows created on them for the correct execution of the apply phase in
the GAS model. On failures, graph state derived from these shadows is transferred
to replacement servers.

5.2.2

All-neighbor Replication

The frameworks in this category maintain the state of both incoming and outgoing neighbors either in the form of ghosts in GraphLab [33] or mirrors in PowerGraph [23]. We only discuss the case in PowerGraph because it is GraphLab’s
successor.
In PowerGraph, edges are partitioned across servers where each edge is assigned to exactly one server. For vertices having edges on multiple servers, one
of the copies is labeled as the master while others as mirrors. In each iteration,
the mirrors and the master of each vertex perform partial computation based on
the neighbors available at their respective servers. After each iteration, all mirrors
transfer their values to the master which combines the values and transfers the
combined value back to the mirrors. In these frameworks, graph state is replicated
at servers in the form of vertex mirrors of both incoming and outgoing neighbors
on remote servers. On failures, graph state derived from these mirrors is transferred to replacement servers.
For example, consider the case shown in Figure 5.1(c) wherein the example
graph shown in Figure 5.1(a) is partitioned across servers using consistent hashing
of edges. Master vertices are shown with solid lines while mirrored vertices with
dashed lines. Server S1 maintains replicas of outgoing neighbors V1 and V2 on
remote servers of its local vertex V4 . Similarly, server S2 maintains replicas of
incoming neighbor V1 and outgoing neighbor V3 on remote servers of its local
vertex V2 .
Apart from these categories, graph processing frameworks such as X-Stream
[45], GraphChi [32] and LLAMA [37] are centralized and do not benefit from
Zorro reactive recovery. We also exclude GraphX [24] which utilizes the lineagebased failure recovery mechanism of the underlying system (Spark [58]).
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5.3

Zorro Failure Recovery Protocol

Zorro, a reactive failure recovery mechanism, gives preference to costless recovery over complete recovery. Zorro does not prepare for failures and incurs zero
overhead during failure-free execution. When failures occur, it utilizes vertex
state inherently replicated in distributed graph processing frameworks at surviving servers to rebuild the state of failed servers.
The execution flow of distributed graph processing during failure recovery using Zorro is shown in Figure 5.2. In the discussion below, we number the events
according to their labels in the figure. Zorro performs failure recovery in three
phases:
• Replace Phase: Zorro recovery protocol utilizes a membership maintenance service (indicated by MS in Figure 5.2) such as Zookeeper [28] to
maintain the list of member servers. During the replace phase, the failure of
failed servers is identified (1) and the surviving servers are informed about
the failed servers using a leave callback (leave cb) (2). On receiving the
callback, surviving servers suspend their ongoing graph processing and wait
for the failed servers to get replaced and perform pre-processing steps such
as graph loading. After the failed server gets replaced and joins the cluster
(3), all servers are informed about the newly joined servers by the MS using
a join callback (join cb) (4).
Relying on a membership maintenance service is not considered an overhead during failure-free execution as existing frameworks already include
a membership maintenance service such as ZooKeeper or a heartbeating
mechanism.
• Rebuild Phase: In the rebuild phase, replacement servers rebuild their local
state using the state replicated at and transferred by surviving servers. In
Figure 5.2), on receiving the join callback, surviving servers transfer (using
send state) replicated state of vertices hosted on replacement servers (5).
The replacement servers acknowledge the completion of state transfer using
a send callback (send cb) (8).
• Resume Phase: In the resume phase, all servers resume the graph processing application from the iteration at which failures occurred. Zorro utilizes
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Figure 5.2: Zorro reactive recovery protocol timeline.
the membership maintenance service (MS) to store the most recent iteration
number.
In LFGraph (Figure 5.1(b)), after the failure of server S1 , the state of vertex V1
replicated at servers S2 and S3 and that of V4 replicated at server S2 are transferred
to the replacement server. In this case, the replacement server recovers the values
of both vertices V1 and V4 assigned to it. In PowerGraph(Figure 5.1(c)), after
the failure of server S2 , the state of vertices V2 replicated at server S1 and that of
vertices V1 and V3 present at server S3 are transferred to the replacement server. In
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this case, the replacement server recovers the value of its master vertex V2 as well
as its mirrored vertices V1 and V3 .

5.3.1

Rebuild Phase

The replacement servers build the state of the graph partitions assigned to them
using the received state from surviving servers. Additionally, the replacement
servers build the state that requires replication on them for the framework’s computation and communication model. This replicated state can then assist in the
recovery of future failures. For example, in LFGraph, surviving servers transfer
the state replicated on them in the form of shadows as well as their own state that
will be replicated at the replacement servers. In PowerGraph, surviving servers
transfer the state of vertices that either have the master or a mirror on the replacement servers. We discuss application specific optimizations during the rebuild
phase in Chapter 6.
Zorro may not be able to recover the state of some vertices on the replacement
servers. The state of vertices having no replicated state on any of the surviving servers are lost. For the case shown in Figure 5.1(b), Zorro cannot recover
the state of vertex V3 after the failure of server S3 . Similarly, in Figure 5.1(c),
Zorro cannot recover the state of vertex V2 is both servers S1 and S2 fail. For
the vertices whose state is not recovered, Zorro performs application specific initialization. For example, in PageRank application, the value associated with the
vertices whose values could not be recovered by Zorro are initialized to the value
of 1. Users may want to re-initialize vertices whose state could not be recovered using their own functions. We leave extending Zorro to allow a user-defined
re-initialization function as future work.
Some graph processing applications in PowerGraph maintain graph state at
edges, in addition to vertex state. The edge states often represent static edge
weights which are rebuilt during graph loading. In the case of dynamic edge
states, the state of an edge can be obtained from the state of its source and/or
target vertices.
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5.3.2

Cascading Failures

Cascading failures are those failures that occur while the system is recovering
from a previous failure. The strength of Zorro is that recovery of a replacement
server is independent of the recovery of other replacement servers and can be
performed in parallel for all replacement servers. This enables Zorro to handle
cascading failures trivially. In addition, existing replacement servers assist in the
recovery of newly failed servers by sending back any state that they may have
received during recovery.
We show the execution flow of graph processing frameworks during recovery
from cascading failures in Figure 5.2. As the cluster is recovering from the failure
of server S3 , server S2 fails. The failure of server S2 is detected by the membership
maintenance service (MS) (6) and the surviving servers are informed about the
failure using a callback (leave cb) (7). The failure of server S2 does not interfere
with the recovery of server S3 . The replacement server of S3 participates in the
recovery by transferring any state it may have received from server S2 when it was
alive back to the replacement server of S2 (11). After the transfer of replicated
state from server S1 to server S2 and from server S3 to S2 gets completed, the
replacement server acknowledges transfer completion (12).
For example, in Figure 5.1(b) we consider the case where the framework is
recovering from the failure of server S1 and server S2 crashes. The recovery of
server S1 involves sending the state of vertex V1 from servers S3 and S2 and vertex
V4 from server S2 . If server S2 fails, the recovery of S1 from server S2 is unaffected. Similarly, in Figure 5.1(c) we consider the case where the framework
is recovering from the failure of server S3 and server S1 crashes. The recovery
of server S3 involves sending the state of vertex V1 from servers S2 and S3 and
vertex V3 from server S2 . If server S1 fails, the recovery of S3 from server S2 is
unaffected. This independence of recovery for each failed server allows Zorro to
recover from cascading failures efficiently.

5.4

Analyzing Reactive Recovery

In this section, we theoretically analyze the probability of recovering a vertex with
Zorro reactive recovery.
We define recovery neighbors as the neighbors of a vertex that enable replica-
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tion of the vertex and hence, enable its recovery. Let us denote the set of recovery
neighbors for a vertex v as N(v). For the two classes of frameworks, the set of
recovery neighbors is defined as follows:
• Out-neighbor Replication Frameworks: In these frameworks, the state of
vertices local to a server is replicated at remote servers hosting their outgoing neighbors. Hence, for a vertex v, its state is replicated at remote servers
hosting its out-neighbors. Hence, the number of recovery neighbors for
this class of frameworks is equal to the number of outgoing-neighbors i.e.,
N(v) = O(v), where O(v) is the outgoing neighbors of vertex v.
• All-neighbor Replication Frameworks: In these frameworks, servers maintain the state of both incoming and outgoing neighbors present on remote
serves. Hence, for a vertex v, its state is replicated at remote servers hosting its in or out-neighbors. Hence, the number of recovery neighbors for
this class of frameworks is equal to the number of incoming and outgoingneighbors i.e., N(v) = I(v) + O(v), where I(v) is the incoming neighbors
and O(v) is the outgoing neighbors of vertex v. PowerGraph is a special
case of all-neighbor replication frameworks where due to edge partitioning,
N(v) = I(v) + O(v) − 1. This is because at least one neighbor of vertex v
belongs on the same server as v.
Next, we analyze the probability of recovering a vertex by virtue of its recovery
neighbors being present on at least one of the surviving servers. We consider a
scenario where f number of servers fail in a cluster of size m. For the simplicity
of the analysis, we assume that the vertices are partitioned across servers using
consistent hashing. The probability, P(vi ) of recovering a vertex vi after failures
is given by:
P(vi ) =

 |N(vi )| !
f
1−
m

(5.1)

We can also quantify the expected number of vertices that can be recovered by
Zorro using Equation 5.1. Let us denote the set of vertices that were present on
the set of failed servers by V f . Let Vr be the set of vertices that can be recovered
by Zorro, then the expected value of the set Vr is given by:
E [Vr ] =

∑

vi ∈V f

 |N(vi )| !
f
1−
m
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(5.2)

Equation 5.2 shows that the probability of recovering the state of a vertex after
failures increases exponentially as its neighbor count increases or as the number
of failed servers decreases.
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Chapter 6
IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS

We implement and evaluate Zorro reactive recovery protocol in exemplar frameworks from the two categories: LFGraph [26] from Out-neighbor replication category and PowerGraph [23] from All-neighbor replication category.

6.1

LFGraph

LFGraph is an example of shadow-based out-neighbor replication frameworks.
Servers in LFGraph maintain shadows of incoming neighbors on remote servers.
Before iterations start, each server builds a subscribe list for each remote server
containing vertices whose state is required from the remote server for the gather
phase. Shadow copies of the vertices present in the server’s subscription lists
are created. Based on these subscriptions, each server builds a publish list for
every remote server. The publish list is used to transfer vertex states to outgoing
neighbors on remote servers and update the shadow copies.
These values are stored on remote servers as shadows. For the case shown in
Figure 5.1(b), server S1 has vertex V1 in the publish list for servers S2 and S3 and
vertex V4 in the publish list for server S2 . Similarly, server S2 has vertex V2 in the
publish list for server S3 while its publish list for server S1 is empty. Finally, the
publish lists of server S3 are empty for both servers S1 and S2 .
In the gather phase, each vertex iterates over its incoming neighbor state replicated locally as shadows, processes them and modifies its own state based on the
processing. This state is then transferred to outgoing neighbors using the publish
lists in the scatter phase to update remote shadows. The scatter phase at the end of
each iteration ensures that the shadows at each server reflect the latest changes. In
LFGraph, each server maintains two copies of its local vertices: an original copy
and a backup copy. During the apply phase, updates are made to the original copy
which are then merged into the backup copy at the end of apply phase.
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We implement Zorro in LFGraph by modifying the computation worker and
communication worker classes within the JobServer. The three stages of Zorro
reactive recovery in LFGraph are summarized below:
1. Replace: LFGraph uses ZooKeeper [28] to identify server failures. On
failures, Zookeeper issues a leave callback to all surviving servers. On receiving the leave callback, the surviving servers suspend their iteration, save
the iteration number in Zookeeper and wait at a barrier for failed servers to
get replaced. As replacement servers join the cluster after loading their respective graph partitions, Zookeeper issues a join callback to all surviving
servers.
2. Rebuild: The graph state maintained at each server as the shadows of incoming neighbors is used to re-build the state of failed servers. On receiving
a join callback, each surviving server initiates the rebuild process for the replacement server. The rebuild process transfers two sets of vertices to the
replacement server:
• Shadow vertices on surviving server having their master copies on
the failed server. These vertices constitute the incoming neighbors
of the surviving server’s local vertices present on the failed server i.e.,
vertices present in the surviving server’s subscribe list for the failed
server. These vertices build the publish list at the replacement server
for the sender surviving server.
• Master vertices on surviving server having their shadows on the failed
server. These vertices constitute the incoming neighbors of the failed
server’s local vertices present on the surviving server i.e., vertices
present in the surviving server’s publish list for the failed server. These
vertices build the subscribe list at the replacement server for the sender
surviving server.
The transfer of graph state from surviving to replacement servers ensures
that the publish and subscribe lists at replacement servers get re-built for all
surviving servers. As such, the publish-subscribe phase needs to be repeated
only among replacement servers. LFGraph stores original and backup vertex copies separately. This allows sending the two sets of vertices in parallel
to replacement servers.
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3. Resume: Servers resume computation from the start of the last iteration
before failure. This iteration number is saved by surviving servers with
ZooKeeper. For correctness of computation after recovering from failures,
each server operates on the most recent states of the incoming neighbors of
its local vertex set. A server receives the states of the incoming neighbors
of its local vertex set as part of the replicated state during rebuild phase.
Additionally, Zorro performs an additional partial scatter among replacement servers to ensure that each vertex works on the most recent states on
its incoming neighbors.

6.1.1

Correctness

We discuss failures during phases of the Gather-Apply-Scatter model in LFGraph
and the correctness of our approach in handling these failures.
In the gather phase, vertices iterate over incoming neighbors present on the
local server as shadows. Zorro handles failures during the gather phase as servers
resume the iteration from beginning after recovery.
In the apply phase, vertices process the states of incoming neighbors collected
in the gather phase to update their own state. As mentioned before, each server
maintains two copies of its local vertices: an original copy and a backup copy.
The updated state after apply phase is written to the original copy by default. The
updates to the original copy are merged with the backup copy after all vertices
have finished the apply phase. Zorro handles failures during the apply phase by
transferring vertex states from backup copies during recovery which are updated
only if all servers have finished the apply phase. This ensures that the backup
copies do not reflect any changes of the apply phase if failures occur during the
apply phase. Essentially, Zorro merges vertex state copies after Scatter, rather
than between Apply and Scatter as in vanilla LFGraph.
In the scatter phase, updated states of vertices are transferred to remote servers
hosting outgoing neighbors using publish lists. Zorro handles failures during the
scatter phase by receiving all updated values from incoming neighbors before
updating the remote value store by creating a copy of the remote value store in
the background during the Apply phase. This results in an average per-iteration
overhead of just 0.8%. This is the only instance of overhead incurred by Zorro.
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6.2

PowerGraph

PowerGraph is an example of all-neighbor replication frameworks. Servers in
PowerGraph maintain mirrors of both incoming and outgoing neighbors on remote
servers.
In PowerGraph, edges are partitioned across servers where each edge is assigned to exactly one server. For vertices having edges on multiple servers, one of
the copies is labeled as the master while others as mirrors. For the case shown in
Figure 5.1(c), the edges (V4 ,V1 ) and (V4 ,V2 ) are assigned to server S1 , (V1 ,V2 ) and
V2 ,V3 to server S2 and (V1 ,V3 ) to server S3 . Vertices V1 , V2 and V2 span multiple
servers and hence, have mirrors. We represent the master vertex copies with solid
circles and mirror vertex copies with dashed circles. Vertex V2 has its master at
server S2 while a mirror at server S1 , vertex V3 has master at S3 and mirror at S2
while V1 has master at S3 and mirrors at S1 and S2 .
The mirrors on remote servers provide the replication required by Zorro to recover from failures. In each iteration, the mirrors and the master of each vertex
perform partial computation based on the neighbors available at their respective
servers. After each iteration, all mirrors transfer their values to the master which
combines the values and transfers the combined value back to the mirrors. Such
a design distributed the computation load at a vertex due to a large degree across
the master and mirrors. This optimization is aimed at power-law graphs wherein
vertices may have arbitrarily large degrees.
We implement Zorro in PowerGraph by modifying the synchronous engine
class which implements synchronous Gather-Apply-Scatter model. We also modify the local graph class which provides data structures for the representation
of the local graph on each server.
1. Replace: As with LFGraph, PowerGraph identifies failures using ZooKeeper. After failures, survivors retain the local graph state while terminating
the synchronous engine.
2. Rebuild: The graph state maintained at each server as the mirrors and masters of vertices present on the failed servers is used to re-build their state.
After failures, all servers load their respective graph partitions and transfer the edges previously held by failed servers to the replacement servers.
The servers join the cluster after loading graph partitions by contacting
Zookeeper which issues join callbacks to broadcast the join operation.
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On receiving a join callback, each surviving server initiates the rebuild process for the replacement server. Surviving servers iterate over local masters
and mirrors and transfer the state of vertices that have either a master or
a mirror on the replacement servers. This is possible as each vertex copy
maintains the set of servers where it is present either as the master or mirrors. The replacement servers update their graph state with the received
vertex states.
Each vertex copy maintaining its set of hosting servers allows an optimization to reduce the network costs during recovery. Only one of the surviving
servers need to transfer the state of a vertex held by the replacement servers
either as the master or mirrors. Zorro achieves this using the following
check for each vertex:
procid == argmin |p.procid − (v.id % |S|) |

(6.1)

p∈PS (v)

,where procid is the process id of the server, PS (v) is the set of surviving
servers that hold vertex v either as the master or a mirror and S is the set
of all servers in the cluster. This optimization ensures that only a single
surviving server is responsible for transferring the state of a vertex required
by the replacement servers.
The above mentioned optimization requires handling cascading failures differently in PowerGraph. Cascading failures require that the recovery of
failed servers is not affected by more servers failing during the recovery.
This may require surviving servers to make multiple iterations over their
local vertices as they may become responsible for transferring the state of
vertices due to failures during the recovery process.
3. Resume: Servers resume computation from the start of the last iteration
before failure. This iteration number is saved by surviving servers with
ZooKeeper. For correctness of computation after recovering from failures,
each server requires knowledge of the vertices active in the current iteration
and the messages that they should work on from their incoming neighbors.
To ensure this, Zorro performs an additional partial scatter where mirror
and master vertices scatter to their local neighbors. This scatter is local
and incurs no network overhead as vertices only need to signal their local
neighbors in PowerGraph.
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6.2.1

Correctness

We discuss failures during phases of the Gather-Apply-Scatter model in PowerGraph and the correctness of our approach in handling these failures.
In the gather phase, the mirrors and the master perform partial computation
using the neighbors available locally on the their respective servers. The partial
computation results are stored in accumulators. Zorro handles failures during the
gather phase trivially as all servers terminate their ongoing computation and the
state of accumulators does not affect vertex states.
In the apply phase, partial results from mirrors are transferred to the master
which aggregates them and transfers the result back to mirrors to synchronize
their values. Zorro handles failures during the apply phase by ensuring that all
masters receive all partial results from their respective mirrors before updating
their states.
In the scatter phase, vertices signal their neighbors is their state gets updated.
Zorro handles failures during the scatter phase by performing a partial scatter after
recovery.
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Chapter 7
EVALUATION

In this Chapter, we experimentally evaluate Zorro reactive recovery protocol. We
have implemented Zorro in LFGraph [26], an in-neighbor replication framework
and PowerGraph [23], an all-neighbor replication framework. Our evaluation
goals for each framework are as follows:
• Evaluate the accuracy of graph applications with varying number of failed
servers
• Evaluate the accuracy of graph applications with varying iteration number
at which failures occur.
• Evaluate the time take by Zorro to recover from failures with varying number of failed servers.
• Evaluate the network overhead incurred by Zorro during recovery.

7.1

Experimental Setup

We perform our experiments on a cluster consisting of 16 servers. Each server
contains 16 Intel Xeon E5620 processors and 64 GB RAM. The servers are connected to each other using a 1 Gbps network.
We use the following three graph datasets for our experiments:
• Road Network (CA): The graph representing California road network [6].
It is an exponential graph containing 1.96 M vertices and 2.76 M edges.
• Twitter: The graph representing follower-followee relationship between
Twitter users [31]. It is a power-law graph containing 41.65 M vertices and
1.47 B edges.
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• UK Web: The graph representing UK webpages and links between them. It
is a power-law graph containing 105.9 M vertices and 3.74 B edges.
We introduce failures at random servers by terminating the graph processing
framework processes within a given iteration. In our experiments, we run graph
applications for a fixed number of iterations and not wait for convergence after
failures. For example, if PageRank application fails at iteration 5 when being
executed for 10 iterations, the application, after recovery, resumes from iteration
5 and terminates at iteration 10 irrespective of convergence. This allows us to
evaluate the accuracy with Zorro reactive recovery protocol correctly. For each
experiment, we report the average over three trials.

7.2

Applications

We evaluate Zorro reactive recovery using two popular graph processing applications: PageRank [12], Single-Source Shortest Paths (SSSP) [38], Connected
Components (CC) [46] and K-core [48].

7.2.1

PageRank

PageRank [12] computes the rank of each page iteratively based on the ranks
of each incoming neighbors. Pregel [38] introduced a vertex-centric PageRank
which has been adopted in all distributed graph processing frameworks [23] [26]
[1] [4] [42].

Metrics
Let Pok be the original top-k pages based on their PageRank values. Let Pnk be the
top-k pages after recovery from failures using Zorro. We evaluate the accuracy of
PageRank application using the top-k pages based on their PageRank values using
the following metrics used in [39]:
• Top-k Lost (TL): This metric measures the fraction of the top-k vertices
lost due to failures. Mathematically, PageRank top-k lost is represented as
|Po \Pn |
|Po | .
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Figure 7.1: PageRank inaccuracy as a function of the number of failures. Servers
are failed randomly at the fifth (out of 10) iteration.
• Mass Lost: This metric measures the fraction of PageRank scores lost by
the application after recovering from failures. Mathematically, PageRank
mass lost is represented as ∑e∈Po \Pn Rank(e)/ ∑e∈Po Rank(e)

Results
We evaluate the accuracy obtained with Zorro reactive recovery by varying the
number of failed servers and by varying the iteration at which failure occurs.
Figure 7.1(a) shows the accuracy of PageRank application on PowerGraph with
varying number of failures recovered using Zorro. PowerGraph incurs no accuracy loss on the Twitter graph, and no accuracy loss on the UK Web graph for
fewer than 6 server failures out of 16. Even with half of the servers failing, the
accuracy loss in PowerGraph with the UK Web graph is only 2% of the intersection (i.e., two of the top-100 ranked vertices are not present in the results after
recovering from failures), and less than 1.5% mass retained.
Figure 7.1(b) shows the accuracy of PageRank application on LFGraoh with
varying number of failures recovered using Zorro. LFGraph, even with a less
favorable replication model, exhibits no accuracy loss with the Twitter graph for
fewer than 8 server failures out of 16. Even with half of the servers failing, the
accuracy loss is at most 1% with Twitter graph and 3% with UK Web graph.
Since LFGraph exhibits out-neighbor replication, the accuracy loss with LFGraph is higher than with PowerGraph. In out-neighbor replication, only the
out-neighbors of vertices are replicated at remote servers whereas in all-neighbor
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Figure 7.2: PageRank inaccuracy as a function of the iteration at which a quarter
of the servers (4) fail.
replication (exhibited by PowerGraph), both in- and out-neighbors are replicated
at remote servers. In LFGraph, the vertices which are lost from top-100 results
are only those which have no out-neighbors and, hence, no replicas on remote
servers. We expect very few vertices to have zero out-degrees contributing to high
accuracy results even in LFGraph.
Next, we present accuracy results by varying the failure iteration (out of 10 iterations) and fixing the number of failures at 4 out of 16 servers. Figure 7.2(a) shows
the accuracy of PageRank application on PowerGraph with varying the iteration
at which failures occur. PowerGraph incurs no accuracy loss on the Twitter graph
for failures occurring before iteration 8, and no accuracy loss on the UK Web
graph. Even with a quarter of the servers failing on the last iteration, PowerGraph
incurs 1% accuracy loss.
Figure 7.2(b) shows the accuracy of PageRank application on LFGraph with
varying the iteration at which failures occur. LFGraph incurs no accuracy loss
with both Twitter and UK Web graphs for failures occurring before iteration 9.
Even with a quarter of the servers failing at the last iteration, the accuracy loss
in LFGraph is at most 3% with the UK Web graph and less than 2.5% with the
Twitter graph..
As failures occur at later iterations, loss of accuracy increases because those
vertices whose value could not be recovered after failures are not able to reconverge within the remaining iterations. Note that, in our experiments, we fix
the number of iterations and do not increase the number of iterations even after
failures.
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Figure 7.3: SSSP inaccuracy as a function of the number of failures. Servers are
failed randomly at the fifth (out of 10) iteration.

7.2.2

Single-Source Shortest Paths (SSSP)

Single-source shortest paths application computes the lengths of shortest paths
from a user-defined source vertex to every vertex in the graph. For our experiments, we use the vertex with the maximum degree as the source.

Metrics
We evaluate the accuracy of SSSP application using the following metrics:
• Average Difference (AD): This metric measures the average normalized difference in the shortest path lengths of vertices [25]. Mathematically, it is
represented as |V1 | ∑v∈V (ssspnv − ssspov )/ssspov , where V is the set of vertices
in the graph, ssspov is the actual shortest path length from source to vertex v,
and ssspnv is the shortest path length after recovering from failures. Average
difference does not include vertices for which SSSP application could not
determine a path after failures but a path actually exists. These vertices are
measured using the fraction of paths lost metric.
• Fraction of Paths Lost (PL): This metric measures the fraction of vertices
which are actually reachable from the given source vertex but SSSP application could not find a path to them after recovering from failures.
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Figure 7.4: SSSP inaccuracy as a function of the iteration at which a quarter of
the servers (4) fail.
Results
We evaluate the accuracy obtained with Zorro reactive recovery by varying the
number of failed servers and by varying the iteration at which failure occurs.
Figure 7.3(a) shows the accuracy of SSSP application on PowerGraph with
varying number of failures recovered using Zorro. PowerGraph incurs no accuracy loss on the Twitter and the graph of California road network (CA Road), and
no accuracy loss on the UK Web graph for fewer than 8 (out of 16) server failures.
Even with half of the servers failing with the UK Web Graph, PowerGraph incurs
no average difference and negligible paths lost (3.6 × 10−4 % of the total).
Figure 7.3(b) shows the accuracy of SSSP application on LFGraph with varying
number of failures recovered using Zorro. LFGraph exhibits no accuracy loss with
the Twitter graph and the CA road graph. For the UK Web graph, LFGraph incurs
no average difference and only 0.06% paths lost even with half of the servers
failing.
The accuracy loss with PowerGraph is lower than that with LFGraph due to the
different replication models.
Next, we present accuracy results by varying the iteration at which failures occur (out of 15 total) and fixing the number of failures at 4 out of 16 servers. Figure
7.4(a) shows the accuracy of SSSP application on PowerGraph with varying the
iteration at which failures occur. PowerGraph again incurs no accuracy loss on
the CA road graph. With Twitter graph, it exhibits no accuracy loss for failures
occurring before iteration 14 and even with a quarter of the servers failing on the
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last iteration, only 0.24% paths are lost. With UK Web graph, it incurs no accuracy loss for failures occurring before iteration 11 and even with a quarter of the
servers failing on the last iteration, accuracy loss is negligible (0.0013% paths lost
and 0.0025%).
Figure 7.4(b) shows the accuracy of SSSP application on LFGraph with varying
the iteration at which failures occur. LFGraph exhibits no accuracy loss with the
CA road graph. With the Twitter graph, it incurs no accuracy loss for failures
occurring before iteration 14 and even with a quarter of the servers failing on the
last iteration, accuracy loss is negligible (0.005% paths lost). With the UK Web
graph, it incurs at most 0.02% paths lost.
As failures occur at later iterations, inaccuracy increases as vertices whose values could not be recovered after failures are not able to re-converge within the
remaining iterations.

7.2.3

Connected Components (CC)

Connected Components application implements the label propagation algorithm
wherein vertices propagate their component labels. We use weak connected components algorithm popular in distributed graph processing systems [38] where the
label of a component is the minimum vertex ID among its member vertices. We
evaluate Zorro’s inaccuracy after failures while running CC with 10 iterations on
all three graphs. For LFGraph, we use undirected versions of Twitter and UK Web
graphs for this set of experiments.

Metrics
We evaluate the accuracy of CC application using the following metric:
• Incorrect Labels (IL): The fraction of vertices which have a different label
(i.e., component) than the original result. This metric evaluates the inaccuracy incurred by the algorithm in determining connected components after
failures.
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Figure 7.5: CC inaccuracy as a function of the number of failures. Servers are
failed randomly at the fifth (out of 10) iteration.
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Figure 7.6: CC inaccuracy as a function of the iteration at which a quarter of the
servers (4) fail.
Results
We evaluate the accuracy obtained with Zorro reactive recovery by varying the
number of failed servers and by varying the iteration at which failure occurs.
Figure 7.5(a) shows the accuracy of CC application on PowerGraph with varying the number of failures. PowerGraph incurs negligible accuracy loss for the
UK Web and Twitter graphs even with half of the servers failing (at most 0.02%
and 2.4 × 10−6 % with UK Web and Twitter respectively). With CA road graph,
it incurs an accuracy loss of 1.57% with 8 servers failing while only 0.13% with
4 servers failing. The accuracy loss is higher in CA road network because of its
high diameter where vertices take much longer to converge.
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Figure 7.5(b) shows the accuracy of CC application on LFGraph with varying
the number of failures. LFGraph incurs negligible accuracy loss (2.4 × 10−5 %)
for the Twitter graph even with half of the servers failing. With 8 servers failing,
the accuracy loss with UK Web graph is 0.77% and with CA road graph, it is
2.15%.
Next, we present accuracy results by varying the iteration at which failures
occur (out of 10 total) and fixing the number of failures at 4 out of 16 servers.
Figure 7.6(a) shows the accuracy of CC application on PowerGraph with varying
the iteration at which failures occur. PowerGraph incurs negligible accuracy loss
for the UK Web and Twitter graphs even with failures occurring at the last iteration
(at most 0.0015% and 2.86×10−4 % with UK Web and Twitter respectively). With
CA road graph, it incurs an accuracy loss of 0.17% with 8 servers failing while
only 0.13% with 4 servers failing.
Figure 7.6(b) shows the accuracy of CC application on LFGraph with varying
the iteration at which failures occur. LFGraph incurs negligible accuracy loss
(0.005%) for the Twitter graph even with half of the servers failing. With 8 servers
failing, the accuracy loss with UK Web graph is 0.67% and with CA road graph,
it is 0.57%.

7.2.4

K-core

K-core application [48] identifies sub-graphs within a given graph such that vertices in the induced sub-graphs have at least k neighbors. We evaluate Zorro’s
inaccuracy after failures while running k-core decomposition with 10 iterations
on all three graphs. For LFGraph, we use undirected versions of Twitter and UK
Web graphs for this set of experiments.

Metrics
We evaluate the accuracy of k-core application using the following metric:
• Incorrect Labels (IL): The fraction of vertices which have a different label
(i.e., k-core membership) than the original result. This metric evaluates the
inaccuracy incurred by the algorithm in determining k-core membership
after failures.
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Figure 7.7: K-Core inaccuracy vs. the number of failures. Servers are failed
randomly at the fifth (out of 10) iteration.
Results
We evaluate the accuracy obtained with Zorro reactive recovery by varying the
number of failed servers and by varying the iteration at which failure occurs.
First, we present results by varying the number of failed servers. Figure 7.7(a)
shows the accuracy of k-core application on PowerGraph with varying the number
of failures. PowerGraph incurs no accuracy loss for the Twitter graph. Even with 8
servers failing, it incurs negligible accuracy loss with the UK Web (6.03×10−4 %)
and CA road graph (0.0047%).
Figure 7.7(b) shows the accuracy of k-core application on LFGraph with varying the number of failures. LFGraph incurs 5.58 × 10−4 % accuracy loss with the
UK Web graph, 3.05 × 10−4 % with the Twitter graph and 1.39% with the CA road
graph with half of the servers failing.
Next, we present results by varying the iteration at which failures occur. Figure 7.8(a) shows the accuracy of k-core application on PowerGraph with varying
the iteration at which failures occur. PowerGraph incurs negligible accuracy loss
for all three graphs even with failures occurring on the last iteration (0.0015% for
UK Web, 5.52 × 10−5 % for Twitter and 0.0053% for CA road).
Figure 7.8(b) shows the accuracy of k-core application on LFGraph with varying the iteration at which failures occur. LFGraph incurs negligible accuracy loss
for all three graphs even with failures occurring on the last iteration (0.0026% for
UK Web, 6.2 × 10−4 % for Twitter and 0.017% for CA road).
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Figure 7.8: K-Core inaccuracy as a function of the iteration at which a quarter of
the servers (4) fail.
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Figure 7.9: Recovery time as a function the number of failures.

7.3

Recovery Time

In this experiment, we evaluate the recovery time incurred by graph processing
applications with Zorro reactive failure recovery. Figure 7.9(a) and Figure 7.9(b)
shows recovery time as a function of the number of failed servers in PowerGraph
and LFGraph. For PowerGraph, we observe that the recovery time does not vary
significantly with the number of failed servers demonstrating the scalability of the
protocol with the number of failed servers. For LFGraph, we observe a linear
increase in recovery time as the number of failed servers increases. This is because of the partial scatter phase that needs to be performed after recovery among
replacement servers. For both frameworks, the recovery time with the UK Web
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Figure 7.10: Ratio of bytes transferred over 10 iterations of SSSP to bytes
transferred during failure recovery by Zorro as a function the number of failures.
graph is more than that with the Twitter graph because of its larger size. More
graph state is transferred over the network with the UK Web graph than with
the Twitter graph. Most importantly, the recovery time in both PowerGraph and
LFGraph is less than the average iteration time. The average iteration time in
PowerGraph is 11.7 seconds with the Twitter graph and 22 seconds with the UK
Web graph while in LFGraph it is 2 seconds with the Twitter graph and 6 seconds
with the UK Web graph.
The low recovery times with Zorro reactive recovery protocol are because of
the ability of servers to load graph partitions while receiving replicated state from
surviving servers in parallel. This requires to store the state transferred by surviving servers in a temporary datastore before merging it with the loaded graph. The
low recovery times demonstrate the ability of Zorro reactive recovery protocol to
enable quick recovery.

7.4

Communication Overhead

In this section, we evaluate the network communication overhead incurred by
Zorro recovery protocol. Figure 7.10 shows the ratio of the bytes transferred during recovery with Zorro to the total bytes transferred during failure-free execution
of 10 iterations of PageRank application. This relative network overhead in PowerGraph (Figure 7.10(a)) is at most 2% while it is at most 9.15% in LFGraph
with half of the servers failing. The relative overhead is smaller in PowerGraph
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than LFGraph because of the rebuild optimization possible in PowerGraph model
where in only a single surviving server is responsible for transferring the state
of a vertex required by the replacement servers. This is achieved by using the
following check for each vertex:
procid == argmin |p.procid − (v.id % |S|) |

(7.1)

p∈PS (v)

,where procid is the process id of the server, PS (v) is the set of surviving servers
that hold vertex v either as the master or a mirror and S is the set of all servers in
the cluster.
This optimization is not possible in LFGraph as the locations of the replicas of
a vertex are not available.
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Chapter 8
FUTURE WORK

Distributed GraphLab [33] and PowerGraph [23] provide an asynchronous computation model. Asynchronous computation may benefit iterative machine learning applications like Alternating Least Squares (ALS) [27]. One immediate direction for future work is the application of Zorro reactive recovery protocol for asynchronous computation in PowerGraph. Another important direction is to study the
feasibility of Zorro-based failure recovery in GraphX [24] to assist its default recovery using the lineage graph. Yet another direction of future work is to study
the application of Zorro for applications that use delta-updates between iterations.
In the current design, Zorro assumes that all failed servers are replaced before
graph processing continues. Studying elasticity techniques to enable the framework to scale-out/in graph computation on failures depending depending upon the
availability of replacement servers is an important future direction. After failures,
different applications may require different initialization functions for the vertices
whose state could not be recovered. To this end, a graph processing framework
could allow users to define a re-initialization function based on their needs. On
a theoretical side, it is important to study the roles different vertices play in the
convergence of graph applications. The studied properties can be used to enhance
reactive recovery mechanisms in distributed graph processing frameworks.
Finally, reactive failure recovery mechanisms offer a cheap and effective alternative to expensive proactive recovery mechanisms. Studying their application
in other distributed data processing frameworks like stream processing frameworks [54] [60] is an important future direction.
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Chapter 9
CONCLUSION

In this thesis, we have shown that reactive failure recovery mechanisms provide a
cheap, useful and accurate alternative to proactive recovery mechanisms. We presented Zorro, a zero cost reactive recovery protocol which recovers from any number of independent and cascading failures in distributed graph processing frameworks. By allowing replacement servers to rebuild their state using inherently
replicated state in distributed graph processing, Zorro enables failure recovery
which maintains very high levels of accuracy.
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